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This Issuegram was prepared op March 10, 1983, by Patricia
Lines, Christiane Citron and Judith Bray of the ECS Law and
Edudation Center. For more detail, call 303-830-3639.

2/ Teachers' Rights to Free
h Speech and ACademic Freedom

The Issue

According to charge leveled against him, Socrates corrupted
the.youth of Athens, and so waS sentenced to drink hemlock.
Whether just or not,.the furor in Athens more than 2,000
years ago rgflects the extraordinary role of the teacher in
shaping: the minds of youth, and the extraordinary public
concern over how -teachers use this power This Issuegram
reviews contemporary rules for teathers' rights to free
Speech and academic freedom in all public institution,s. It
concludes that teachers have the same rights as othets under
the first amendment to express "their views outside of th
classroodl.

Inside the classroom, the teacher is obliged to meet the
expectations of the job, and this implies reasonable
restrictions on the expression of his or herNprivate views.
The first amendment does not protect teachers who fail to
teach the assigned subject, or who insist on teaching
additional subjects that school officials have found
inappropriate for a particular class. F i8'culty n
pogtsecondary institutions enjoy greater academic freedom, in

4 part because of their tradition of independence, and in part
because of the,relative maturity of their students. Perhaps
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this is why litigation focuses on high school teachets.

United States Supreme Court cases review the tea'dher's right.
to express views outside the classroom: These suggest that a
teacher's expression of a view is usually.protected. Only a
few lower courts have explored the protection extended to a
teacher in the classroom. Lower court cases also suggest
thateaching methodology is entitled to soMe peotection and
that the line is drawn when the teachei presents a personal
view as part of the course. Those dIsVssed teachers who
have not been reinstated by court order usually have refused
to discontinue a particular line of inquiry in the classroom,
despite repeated warnings from their superiors. Finally,
contractual obligations an state policies may also protect
in-class presentations.

Trends

Most states lealie issues invOlving teachers' first amendment
rights and academic freedom to 1.ocal school or university
officials. Connecticut -- consiftred a trend-setting state
by some -- has c14arted a different course. Its state board
of education has adopted a policy protecting tAe academic
freedom of elementary and secondary school teachers. The
policy emphasizes that teachers must be free to choose their
teaching materials, subject only to "reasonable restrictions"
established by law.,

Supreme COurt Decisions

The Supreme Court has held, first, that teachers retain their
first amendment rights held as citizens, and second, that
their freedpm of expression is not absolute. .The state's
interest,as,oan employer may outweigh a teacher's freedom of
expression, but the Colurt weighs first amendment freedoT most
heavily in the balance.' The state's interest mu'st be
'Overriding and compellingly, to restrict free expression.

Two Supreme Court cases suggest a right to academic freedom,
but do not directlY. deal with the issue. In the landmark
case of Tinker v. Des Moines Independent Community School
District, upholding the 'right of students to wear black
armbands, to school in criticism of the war in VietnaM, the
Court said, "It can hardly be argued that either students or
teachers shed their constitutional rights to freedoM of
expression at the schoolhouse gate." In the second.case, the
Court ruled that Arkansas' law prohibiting the teaching of
evolution in public schools was unconstitutional. Although
the Court rested its decision in Epperson v. Arkansas on the
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first amendment's ban against the establishment of state
religion, it acknowledged an undefinect,right of teachers to
teach.

The following specific principles haie emerged from other,
S4reme Court decisions on teachers' first amendment rights:

-

Teachers are free to speak out on public issues. In 1968,
the Court held that- Marvin Pickering, a' high school
teacher, had s first amendment r,ight to send a letter to a
local newspaper criticizing his board's fiscal management.
While comments on suclv public issues-are fully protected
under the free speech clause, ,the Court noted 'that
teachers' rights to criticize their immediate supervisors

/are not unlimited. It noted that public criticism of
/ people with whom a teacher must/ have a close, working
irelationship could "undermine the effectiveness of the
working relationship." (Pickering v. Board of Education).

Teachers are also entitled to:constitutional protection of
. privately expressed views. In 1979 the Court ruled that

Bessie Givhan, an elementary school teacher, had.a first
amendment right to complain privately to the school
principal about the status of blacks in her school, which
was under.court order to desegregate. (Givhan-v. Western
;Line Consolidated School Distxict).

a Teachers have a right tO freedom Of association. They are
entitled to adhere to their own political or social views,
no matter how unpopular. Thus, in 1974, the Court upheld
the right of Harry tceyishian, a university teacher, to
refuse to sign a statement that he was not a Communist.

C (Keyishian v. Boar.i of Regents).. ).
f,

An unsatisfactory teacher may be discharged, so lobw as
.the discharge is based upon factors 'other than the
-teacher's4exercise of first amendment rights. The Court
enunciated this principle in 1977, when eviewing the case
of Fred Doyle( a high school teacher with an unfavorable
performance record who was fired after making a telephone
call to a radio station, The Court ruled that,although
his telephone cara was protected by the first_amendment,
the School could fire him if it co,uld show that it w u
have done so even if the "protected" conduct had% never
occurred. (Mt. Healthy City School District v. Doyle).

Lower Court.Decisions in 1982

In a Sequel to Givhan, the United States Court of Appeals
for the Fifth Circuit approved reinstatement, back pay and
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attorneys fees for Bessie Givhan, as the evidence showed.
that her contract wOuld have been enewed but for her
criticism of school policy.

, e
In a sequel to the Supreme Court's decision in Doyle, the
Sixth Circuit has refused to reinstate Doyle. The lower
court reexamined the circumstances of the case and found
that there were independent grounds for firing4.him, apart
from his telephone call to a local.radio station.

Followihg Doyle,"courts have also approved diciplinary
action, despite teachers' claims that supervisors were
reacting to theif exercige of a protected first amendment.
right in many other cases. In these cases school
officials were able to show that their decisions were
based on unprotected actions of the teacher. Reasons
found acceptable for disciplinary measures included a
murder threat against a colleaguep: refusal to follow
standard prodedures for purchasing add similar matters, an
antagonistic attitude towards students and fellow
teachers, insubordinationreusal to teach an assigned
class, an administratoi's poor relationship with new board
members, a university art professor's decision on grading
a student's work without revieWing it, disagreement with a
principal's administrative decisions; and a professor's.
unauthorized absence to teach a seminar in another
country. \

The Fifth Circuit'approved reinstateTent of two teachers
who had, last their contracts because they circulated a
letter questioning their principal's use of earmarked
funds.

The Fifth Circuit struck own as unconstitutIgnai a school
board rule requiring board approval .of mate'rial before
distribution within schools. The rule was used to prevent
dissemination of literature from g teacher's organization
in opposition to the board's position on teacher
competency testing.

A Colorado appellate court held that a`journalism teacher
had a right to challen§e a college's decision to revoke an
appropriation from student activities fees far support of
a campus newspaper. The teacher's claim was independent
of students' claims, as 'the student-plaintiffs had
graduated by the time the court decided thecase. The .

teacher used the paper as a tool to teach reporting,
layout, advertising and libel law. The court said a full ,

trial was necessary to determine whether the college
stopped funding the paper because of disagreement with its
editorial policy, or for valid reasons,
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The Ninth Circuit upheld the dismissal of a high' school
journaligm teacher who refused to ,comply with rules
requiring sensitive student articles for the schc/61 paper
to be submitted in advance to the :school principai.
Evidence indicated that the principal did not bar material
because he disagreed with it. He checked for.accuracy.and
libelous material. Even though the court recognized the
need to 'give teachmrs'Nide latitude" . in developing
teaching methods, it approved the dismissal of the
teacher.

The. Maryland Board of Education upheld the temgorary
suspension of Cyril Lang, a high school English teacher
who maae headlines for his insistence upon including works
by Aristotle and Machiavelli in his clasg after
administrators ordered him ,not to. The state board
reduced his sugpension from 28'to 15 days, cutting his
alary loss almost hy half. Meanwhile, Lang voluntarily

aeft the school for another.teaching position.

\

Th South Dakota Supreme Court upheld tHe firing of a
teacher who sL5ent too much time teaching the Biblical
theory of creation. The court relied on findings of a
lower court that. the teacher faijed to tollow repeated
writ:ten-aod oral instructions from his board,to giVe more
time to basic biology and less to evolution and creation.
As a concurring judge observed, he "wanted to be a

preacher, not a teacher."

A lower Pennsylvania state court upheld the disdri,sal-of. A
teacher who was conducting religious exercises in class,
and who refused to comply with orders to stop the
practice. .

The New York high court upheld digmissal of a tenured high
school photography teacher on reviewing evidence that he
knowingly exhibited a pornographic film to his students.

,.
,. .

After a Texas universitsy denied ielnure to' a professor,
.

...

federal courts found theAecision unconstitutiOnally based
on his criticism of the 6niversity and its use oCregearch
funds. The district court. awarded him back pay and
damages of $144,161.97. -But the Fifth Circuit, aIthought
agreeing that the tenure decision-. wa-s- I-improperly
motivated, reversed the monetary award, finding.that ehe
universi-ty was part.of the state govprnment, and..therefore ,

\protected by tile state's tlAmmunity to such actions.
(Usually plaantiffs who seek money damages avoid 'this
problem by suing state or 1ochl officialg "in thein
indiyidual capacity.")

A
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A Peoria, Illinois 'teacher lion reinstatement and $514,000
in damages for'improper dismiss'al. A federal jury found
that he lost his coaching ob because be criticized the
o,pe.ration .of his school. The teacher also won
expungement of the, matter from his records.

What to Read

American Federation of Teacherso "The American, Federation of
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